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Anomalous behaviour 6f the low-temperature heat capacity 
for KC1 crystals with heavy univalent impurities 

M. D. Tiwari (I), P. N. Ram (') and V. K. Manchanda (3) 

Department of Physics, Garhwal University, Srinagar, Garhwal, U.P., India 

Rksumk. - De faibles concentrations d'impuretes lourdes et monovalentes Cs' et I-  ont pour consequence une 
augmentation de la chaleur specifique de KC1 a basse temperature. Ce comportement anormal a kt6 expliquk a 
l'aide d'une theorie utilisant une fonction de Green, pour de faibles concentrations. Les calculs ont Cte effectuts 
gr2ce i un mod61e de perturbation localisee qui inclut un changement de masse sur le site de l'impuretk aussi bien 
qu'un changement des constantes de forces radiales avec les plus proches voisins. Un accord raisonnable est 
obtenu avec les donnkes experimentales. La contribution du dtfaut de masse est de 80 % du changement de la 
chaleur specifique ; la contribution restante est due aux changements de constante de force. Les contributions 
les plus importantes au changement de chaleur specifique sont due aux modes impairs de symCtrie Flu. La partie 
reelle du denominateur de resonance dans la representation irreductible Flu donne une frequence quasi localisee. 
La valeur trouvke de la frequence de resonance dans le cas de KC1 : I -  est voisine de celle obtenue 
precedemment par 1'Ctude de la conductivitk thermique du mCme systbme. 

Abstract. - The effect of low concentrations of heavy univalent Cs' and I- impurities on the low-temperature 
heat capacity of KC1 gives an enhancement in the heat capacity. This anomalous behaviour has been explained 
on the basis of a low concentration Green's function theory. A localized perturbation model which includes mass 
change at the impurity site as well as changes in the nearest neighbour radial force constants has been employed 
in performing the calculations. Reasonable agreement with the experimental data is obtained. The mass defect 
contribution is found to be 80 % of the changed specific heat and the remaining contribution is due to force constant 
changes. The main contributions to the changed specific heat is caused by odd parity Flu-symmetry modes. The 
real part of the resonance denominator in Flu-irreducible representation gives a quasi localized frequency. The 
present value of the resonant frequency in case of KC1 : I- is seen to be similar to those obtained earlier in the 
study of thermal conductivity of the same system. 

1. Introduction. - One of the most important pro- 
perties of a crystal where the frequency spectrum 
plays a central role is the lattice specific heat. At low 
temperatures the high-frequency localized modes are 
not excited. At high temperatures a significant 
number of local modes are excited but all other 
phonons of the lattice are also excited. Thus the 
local mode& will induce a relatively small change in 
the large total specific heat and the possibility of 
observing local modes in specific-heat measurements 
is very small. On the other hand, low-frequency 
resonance modes get excited even at low temperatures 
and can be observed in specific-heat experiments. 
Lehmann and de Wames [I], Kagan and Iosi- 
levskii [2], Karlsson and present authors [3-51 have 
shown that the contribution of resonance modes to 
the lattice specific heat may be appreciable at low 
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temperatures. Quite recently some combined experi- 
mental and theoretical studies have been made for 
the temperature dependence of the lattice specific 
heat of crystal containing small concentration of 
impurities. 

Recently, Kvavadze and Augst [6] performed an 
experiment and found that the low temperature 
specific heat of KC1 crystals increased as a result 
of introduction of Cs+ and I- impurities. They have 
discussed the experimental results on the basis of a 
theory of Kagan and Iosilevskii [2] using a Deby 
frequency spectrum for the host lattice, but their 
theoretical results were very poor. 

In the present work we have employed realistic 
models both for the defect perturbation and the host 
KC1 and have determined the contribution of impu- 
rities to the specific heat of KC1. The present impurity 
model is a point-ion model in which the change in 
mass at impurity site and the change in nearest neigh- 
bour central force constant is considered. The results 
of the lattice dynamics of KC1 in the deformatiori 
dipole model have been used in the calculations. 
Numerical computations for specific heat have been 
performed for the two impurity systems of KC1 : Cs+ 
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and KC1 : I- containing 1.4 mole % Csf and 
1.8 mole % I-, respectively. 

2. Theory. - 2.1 LATTICE SPECIFIC HEAT. - The 
lattice specific heat of a solid per g mol is given by 
(for details see reference [3]) 

a2 N(a) cosh2 ( h j 2  kB T) d o ,  

where T is the temperature, ti is the Planck constant, 
kB is Boltzmann constant and N(w) is number of 
phonon states lying in the interval o and w + d o  
as dw --+ 0. 

The introduction of impurities changes the phonon 
density of states. Accordingly the lattice specific heat 
is also changed. If we assume that the perturbation 
is symmetric, the phonon density of states can be 
expressed as the sum of the contributions from the 
various irreducible representations. The change in 
the specific heat can thus be expressed as 

where AC;I(T) is the change in specific heat in the 
irreducible representation v. 

The phase shifts can be defined as 

tan 6, = - 
Im 
Re D,(z) ' 

Here D,(z) = I I + g,(z) ~ , ( o ~ )  I is called the reso- 
nance denominator in the irreducible representation v. 
I is the unit matrix and g,(z) and P,(oZ) are the Green 
functions and perturbation matrices projected into 
the subspace of irreducible representation v and z 
is the complex squared frequency equal to z = o2 + 
in the limit q + 0. 

In low concentration limit we assume that the 
defects do not interact and the vibrational properties 
can be understood only by knowing the behaviour of a 
single impurity. Therefore, one may determine the 
change in specific heat due to a single defect and 
multiply it by the number of defects present in the 
solid. 

After integrating equation (1) and introducing the 
phase shifts the change in lattice specific heat due to 
impurities turns out to be 

ACL(T) = - 1 "B 1 6 ,  m C O S ~ '  (Bw) 
Y n 

x (1 - Bo coth (Bw)) d o ,  (4) 

where c is the fractional impurity concentration, 
N is the number of atoms per g mol in the host 
crystal, and B = ti12 k, T. 

2.2 DEFECT PERTURBATION MODEL. - The nearest- 
neighbour perturbation model for a substitutional 
ion in a NaC1-type lattice has been described in 
previous works [7, 81. The resonance denom'inators 
for an impurity are seen to be 

D A ~ ~ ( z )  = 1 + 2 Ix(94 + 2 95) ( 5 )  

D~,(z) = I + 2 M g 4  - 95) , (6) 
and 

where x = M+/M- is the ratio of the masses of two 
ions of an unit cell, I is the change in the mass-reduced 
nearest-neighbour central-force constant, and E is the 
mass change parameter equal to ( M i  - M,)/M,. 
M i  is the mass of the impurity. 

3. Numerical computations and results. - The 
specific heat of KC1 and KC1 : 1.4 mole % Cs+ and 
KC1 : 1.8 mole % I- have been measured by Kvavadz 
and Augst [6]. An enhancement in the specific heat 
due to presence of impurities was observed. Equa- 
tion (4) has been employed for calculating the change 
in the specific heat of KC1 doped with Csf or I- ions 
in the temperature range 3-20 K. The force-constant 
change I was taken as a parameter to obtain best 
fits with the experimental data. In the calculation 
we have used the values of the five Green's functions 
computed earlier by Benedek and Nardelli [8] in 
Hardy's deformation-dipole model for KC1 at 
4 096 points in the first Brillouin zone. 

The computed results are compared with the 
experimental data in figures 1 and 2 for KC1 : Cs+ 
and KC1 : I- systems, respectively. In the beginning 
an attempt was made to fit the experimental data 
using only mass change, but was unsuccessful. The 
inclusion of R was then necessary. In figures 1 and 2 
we observe that an overall good agreement with 
experiment takes place for I = - 0.650 x loz6 s-' 
for Csf impurity and I= - 0.532 x loz6 S- for I- 

Fig. 1. - Enhanced specific heat in KC1 : Cs' system. (0) Expe- 
rimental results. Curve A : I = 0  ; Curve B : 1= -0.650 x loz6 s-'. 
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Fig. 2. - Enhanced specific heat in KC1 : I- system. (a) Expen- 
mental results. Curve A : L = 0 : Curve B : L = - 0.532 x loz6 s- '. 

impurity, respectively. The impurity contribution to 
the specific heat is very much sensitive to force constant 
change. For example a 10 % change in 1 produces an 
average change for about 30 % in the whole tempe- 
rature range of enhanced specific heat. 

If we plot the real part of the resonance denominator 
in the Flu-irreducible representation for 

for KC1 : Cs+ system we see that a low frequency 
resonance appears at or = 48.5 cm-l. Whereas in 
the case of KC1 : I-  systems we get the resonance 
in the symmetry mode at or = 56.4 cm-l. From 
thermal conductivly results we get the resonance 
frequency [9] at or = 57 cm-'. 

The main contribution to the specific heat arises 
due to Flu symmetry modes. The contributions of the 
two other irreducible representations A,, and E, are 
comparatively much smaller. 
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